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Kids spending too many hours playing video games

Our Story app could get kids see that there are beautiful and positive things besides 
the video games that will make them change their patterns

Stop 
spending so 
much hours 

playing video 
games

Interact with 
the outside 

world

Chat with 
your 

environment 
and make 

them happy

Get your 
things done



sketches

Pro: intuitive for kids

con: not engaging enough



sketches

Pro: intuitive for kids

Pro: easy to understand



Story line

Stop playing video 
games everyday

01 Spend more time 
outside than on the 
computer

02

Do the most important 
tasks first03
Start doing more 
physical activity04
Focus on real life 05



More activities

Don’t think all the 
time how to pass the 
next level in the game

01 Communicate with 
people

02

Start doing exercises03
Read a book04
Share your problem05



Prototype link

https://youtu.be/BQSI766X9rM


Kids spending too many hours playing video games
You are sitting only in front of computer
and only thing you care about is the video game

then you realize you are alone in some other world far from real life.

Playing games for too many hours and you only eat, don’t waste
your energy and try to stay healthy

Then you realize you are overfat and start to have healthy issues



Kids spending too many hours playing video games
I’m not leaving the house until i reach 1st rank 

end being stuck in the loop that never ends

Go on a dinner with your family

try to enjoy the moment, not playing game on phone or talk with your friends about games.



Testing methodology
We asked 8 participants from:

2 countries 

Different ages between 8-14



Testing procedure

How much time you spend on video 
games?

What do you 
think about 
video games?

EARTH IS WHERE WE 
LIVE ON

Would you spend 
less time in 
video games?

We asked them:

How did you felt after using 
the story app?



The data we gained

How much time you 
spend on video games?

What do you think 
about video games?

1h+ a day Less than 1h a day Love it Don’t love it

Would you spend less 
time in video games?

How did you felt after 
using the story app?

bad The same yes no



What we learned from this

Kids prefer video games rather than doing other things

Kids won’t read a lot of text

Kids are not aware of the bad consequences of video games



Prototype overview

Worked:
Kids engaged and liked the ui

change:
include an experiment

Have more options for the questions 

Prototype link

https://youtu.be/BQSI766X9rM


THANKS!
For listening


